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SOLAR ECLIPSE BRINGS MORE THAN
EXPECTED
World Witnesses Amazing Occurrence
Tampa, FL, August 21, 2017–As all eyes
on earth turn towards the sky to witness
the amazing full solar eclipse, it brings with it more than just a spectacular astronomical phenomenon.
See the video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6cLhJcF9hU
Aquamelon, the 100% all-natural watermelon juice is proud to announce the grand opening of its new
cold pressed production facility in Plant City, FL. Developed by students at the University of South
Florida 3 years ago, the drink quickly became a favorite of Tampa locals. Recognizing the need for
growth to expand distribution, Aquamelon founder Dez Williams and team Aquamelon have built and
launched a high-tech production facility.
The idea for Aquamelon came to Williams as he was training and after high intensity workouts
experienced the replenishing and re-energizing effects of eating watermelon. After researching the
health benefits of watermelon and after seeking but failing to find an all-natural watermelon juice, he
decided to create his own, and Aquamelon was born.
Aquamelon was developed at USF in the Student Incubator, which gave the students access to key
players in the business community and gave them a credible platform to take Aquamelon straight to
market. The watermelon juice has been a huge hit with consumers for its great taste, and unequalled
health benefits, such as the natural electrolytes it has, which are more than leading energy drinks.
# # #
If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Dez Williams at (813) 728-8541, or
dwilliams@aquamelonwater.com 
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